IBF FELLOW
The IBF Fellows are industry leaders who have demonstrated mastery of their profession and exemplified thought leadership and commitment to industry development.

CORPORATE BANKING

The Institute of Banking and Finance Singapore (IBF) was set up to foster and develop the professional competencies of the
financial industry. IBF is the national accreditation and certification agency for financial industry competency in Singapore under the
IBF Standards. IBF also works with financial institutions, government agencies and the unions to facilitate workforce re-skilling and
equip professionals for jobs in the digital age.
To encourage professionals to take the next step to be future ready, IBF has launched the #FutureMeNow movement where financial
industry professionals can commit to skills upgrading, career planning or mentoring others.
IBF is pleased to welcome the recipients of the IBF Awards 2018 as our first multipliers in this movement. The IBF Awards are a
testament to their commitment to excellence and raising industry competencies among professionals in Singapore. IBF Distinguished
Fellows and IBF Fellows contribute to the development of Singapore’s financial sector through their active involvement in advisory
groups, industry projects, training and mentoring. IBF looks forward to their continued contributions.
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The IBF Distinguished Fellows are leaders who have reached the
epitome of professional stature. They have dedicated years of
commitment to professional excellence and have become captains
of the financial industry. They are role models for aspiring
professionals in the financial industry.

“Do not feel compelled to follow
trends or compete with anyone.
Do things that stem from your
passion and be ready to put in hard
work to reach the destination.”
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Andrew Chow
Compliance

Eddie Tan
Financial Markets

“Change is inevitable, and
change
is
constant.
With
digitisation intersecting with the
need for ethical behaviour in the
financial
industry,
the
Compliance function sits in a
unique position to assist in this
evolution. There is a need to
embrace change, and to support
this change with the correct
value system.”

“We must have the courage to do
what is right. Integrity is key. It is
about doing the right thing,
incorruptibility, honesty, and
above all, doing these things
even when no one is watching.”
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WEALTH MANAGEMENT

A K Cher
General Insurance

Chan Kok Seong
Risk Management

“Always be respectful of regulatory
and operational environment, do
the right things and do not make
simple things difficult -running
business will then be simple and
fun; and less stressful.”

“Effective risk management
requires knowledge of the
industry, the organisation and its
business model, and having
astute insights into the operating
environment. This combination
helps ensure the optimum
risk-return
trade-off
over
business cycles.”

David Gledhill
Technology & Operations

Leong Weng Ling
Technology & Operations

“We embarked on our digital
transformation journey 10 years
ago, and our strategy of being
digital to the core, embedding
ourselves in customer journeys,
and transforming into a 26,000
person start-up has enabled us
to be recognised as the world’s
best bank. ”

“It is only through active and
selfless participation in one’s
industry that one can grow and
achieve true success as a
professional – to help develop
others and to be developed.”

Deepak Khanna

Alison Lim

Loh Lay Bee

Joseph Poon

Join the #FutureMeNow
movement today at
pledge.ibf.org.sg

INSPIRE AWARD
The IBF Inspire award recognises financial institutions that have gone the extra mile in
committing to the IBF Standards as part of their learning journey.

INSPIRING EDUCATOR AWARD
The IBF Inspiring Educator award recognises IBF-accredited training
providers' commitment in driving the adoption of the IBF Standards
to raise the professional competencies of the financial industry.
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